Minutes of meeting 15.10.18.
1. Global links – Mrs Hunt explained that the Erasmus trips to Latvia, Spain and
Italy have now finished and that the school was thinking about a new link with a
different country. One local charity that supports work in Kenya (Urifiki) has
presented its work to staff but no decision has been made as yet.
2. Change-makers – this idea has been introduced into Wow Wednesday
collective worships (how do we help to make the World a better place)? Mrs
Hunt asked if councillors thought it would be sensible to re-introduce our Eteam, to support this idea of caring for the world. Councillors agreed it would
be beneficial and a discussion followed over whether School Council should take
on this role or if House Captains could be involved, telling teachers if they have
noticed people saving energy or resources, in exchange for a House Point.This
idea will be shared at the next Staff meeting.
3. Children in Need – Nov 16th - It was agreed to make this year’s event a ‘Topsy
Turvy’ day, with everyone wearing clothes that were inside out, back to front
or non-matching, in exchange for a minimum donation of £1 to the charity. The
PTFA will hold a cake stall after school and councillors wanted to run a ‘Guess
the number of Spots on the cake’ competition. If any parent is willing to donate
a spotty cake for this, Mrs Hunt would love to hear from them! Y6 councillors
will collect non-uniform donations in our Spotty Jar first thing in the morning
and give children the opportunity to make a guess for the Spotty Cake at a
cost of 50p. More guesses could be paid for at the cake stall after school
before the winner is announced.

NEXT MEETING MONDAY 5TH NOVEMBER 12.30 IN ASH CLASS.

